PLIERS, TOOLS
AND EXTRACTORS

Deluxe tubing installation
pliers for 5/16" tubing
35A02-71101

With auto tension
adjust, cutter and
flaring device

35A02-71106

With auto tension
adjust, cutter

Mini Tubing Installation Plier
with adjustment screw

Mini tubing installation
plier for tubing
$309.85

35A02-71111

5/16" - adjustable, with cutter

$254.47

35A02-711111

3/16" - adjustable, with cutter

$254.47

$174.68

35A02-711091

3/16 " - without cutter
or flaring device

$174.68

Compact fitting insert pliers
with Vise Grip 4wr

Compact fitting insert pliers
w/ Vise Grip 4wr

35A05-71401

35A01-71065

5/16" with lateral cutter

$118.05

35A01-710651

3/16" with lateral cutter

$118.05

with flaring device, no cutter

$135.79

Compact fitting insert pliers 5/16"
with lateral cutter and flaring
device & 5/16" jaws

$127.12

35A01-71050

with lateral cutter and no flaring
device & 5/16" jaws

$114.83

35A01-710505

without cutter or flaring device

Elbow spout adapter extractor - DSD

Spout adapter
extractor

35A03-71298

35A03-71292

$66.52

35A01-71060

without cutter or flaring device

$86.25

Compact insertion plier for
angled spouts (30° to 115°)

Pince compacte d'insertion 5/16"

35A01-71055
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5/16" - without cutter
or flaring device

$285.55

Repair pliers automatic tensioning
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35A02-71109

$83.32

35A01-71067

5/16" - with lateral cutter

$141.05

35A01-71066

5/16" - without lateral cutter

$109.47

35A01-710671

3/16" - with lateral cutter

$141.05

Spout adapter
extractor - DSD
$66.52

35A03-71296

$66.52

Compact fitting insert
pliers 3/16"
35A01-710501

with lateral cutter

$114.83

35A01-710551

with lateral cutter
and flaring device

$127.12

screw adjustment

$39.50

adjustable,
without cutter or flaring device

$209.74

$103.18

35A08-71575

9" - for wire #9 and #12

$74.18

35A08-71576

9" (spring) for wire #9 and #12

$74.18

35A08-71570

10" - for wire #6 and #9

$82.07

35A04-71331

with cutter

$222.20

35A13-71280

$44.90

Single repair pliers
$44.82

35A05-71915

5/16" tubing

$42.51

Ajustable
carrying strap - 5'

Plier Case

Drill Hook

35A02-711081

Slider Connector Plier
3/16" & 5/16"

Bit on handle 5/16"

Mainline punch 5/16"
35A04-71330

35A02-711121

Wire-tightener

Flow-stopper pliers
35A07-71921

Mini Tubing Installation Plier
with adjustment screw for 3/16"

Mini tubing installation plier
for 3/16" tubing

35A12-71936

right

$46.65

35A12-71230

4 pliers

$39.58

35A12-71937

left

$46.65

35A12-71239

2 pliers

$27.84

35A12-71198

19.71$
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Level
s
sepa old
rately

Automatic bring
together Hooks

Tension hooks
35A12-71903

3/16"

$16.63

35A12-71904

5/16"

$14.77

35A12-71905

3/16" and 5/16"

$18.41

Quick Dropline
making machine 5/16"
35A10-717000

35A12-719051

Mainline level hook kit

5/16" & 3/16" - 8'

$33.15

Plier for Dropline making machine
$724.21

35A12-71902

35A10-717241

3/16"

$83.21

35A10-71724

5/16"

$83.21

Mainline Installation Plier Kit

35A09-71600

Metal - with base

$111.70

35A09-71615

Aluminum - 22"
adjustable center - without base

$114.88

Aluminum - 28" (illustrated)
adjustable center - without base

$126.69

Base for horizontal tubing reel

35A11-71942

Cone only

$20.88

35A06-71533

3/4" to 2" jaws

$424.65

35A11-71947

Cone 1/4" and vaccuum gauge kit

$33.72

35A06-71510-2

1" to 1 1/4" jaws - for drill

$277.77

Flaring cone

Drum bung wrench
35A12-71805
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$20.52

35A11-71548

1/2" - 1 1/2"

$59.95

Horizontal tubing winder

35A09-71616

1/4" NPTF Cone

2 aluminum Hooks Kit included

35A09-71601

for reel :

$17.45

#35A09-71610 & #35A09-71611

Wire and Tubing Reel
$42.79

35A09-71625

#9 Wire, 5/16" tubing

$181.17

